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Build to Inspire – Our Fonte High Wall System is meticulously designed, engineered, and produced by our 

experienced team for an ideal work environment.  Building Fonte is the easiest way for any office expansion, space 

division or re-design that is cost effective comparing to standard construction methods.  You can rapidly reconfigure 

your space as Fonte allows reconfiguration and full relocation as it is movable.    

 

This series of demountable movable glass walls seamlessly integrates a variety of elements that includes different heights, 

colors & textures of wall panels, acoustic sound management and whiteboard features and allows attachment of storages 

for workstations, privacy & visual accessibility in an enclosed space.  

 

Fonte is highly functional and a seamless perfect balance between high aesthetic value and efficient work-environment.  

It is ideal for any offices as the series exerts minimal sophistication. 

 

  

 

                                                                                            

 



Fonte I Architectural 

 
 
Seamless Integration of elements 
 

  
1.1  Single Clear Glass Full Panel 2400H 

1.2  Single Clear Glass Full Panel 2740H 

  1.3    Horizontal Clear Glass Full Panel 3000H 

 

 
  2.1    Single MFC Full Panel 2400H 

  2.2   Horizontal Acoustic MFC Full Panel 3000H 

  2.3   Horizontal MFC Full Panel 3000H 

 

 
   3.1  Single Clear Glass + MFC Full Panel 2400H 

   3.2  Single MFC Full Panel with Centre Clear Glass  

   3.3  Single MFC Full Panel with Bottom Glass 2740H 

   3.4  Single Clear Glass Full Panel with Bottom MFC 2740H 

 
   4.1   Wooden Swing Door (MFC) 

   4.2   Wooden Swing Door with Tempered Glass 

   4.3   Wooden Swing Door with Tempered Glass 1 

   4.4   Tempered Glass Swing Door 

   4.5   Tempered Glass Sliding Door 

 
The structure is constructed holding a 75mm thick metal poles that are powder coated to endure wear and tear that 
forms the architect frame, with choices of having full boards that consists of two sides of 18mm thick melamine faced 
chipboard (MFC) with a 39mm hallow space in between to benefit users to assign positioning of power point locations 
and wire runs for smarter installation of fittings in the walls or just having a full glass panel installed.  The clear glass 
is 10mm thick.   
 
Panel Frame Sizes 
Ranging from a height of 2400mm to 3050mm 
 

 

Fast and Easy Installation 
 

   

 

1. Adjustable glides to allow to stabilize structure 

both on the ceiling and onto the floor. 

2. Simple clip are used to secure boards onto the 

metal frame. 

3. Using frame clamp between horizontal and vertical 

frames make it easy to assemble. 

4. Partition frames are covered with skirting for a 

touch of elegance. 

 



Fonte I Architectural 

Wire Management 

Incorporates functional cable management trays to 
house wire needs efficiently. 

 

1. The Netbox can be mounted into workstation 
panels.  It’s available in any configuration from 2 
and more gangs. 

2. The plug outlets also can be mounted into 
workstation panels up to customer requirement. 

3. The Netbox can be used in daisy chain inside a 
cable tray. 

4. The daisy chain is wired with connector cables, 
available in any length, using Plug and Play 
technology 

 
Glass properties 
Scratch & break Resistance 
Heat Resistance 

 
MFC properties 
Heat & Burning Resistance 
Steam Resistance 
Chemical or Stain Resistance 
Abrasion Resistance 
 
Accessories & Storage 
Fonte can be equipped with hanging book shelves, 
glass shelves for storage spaces and other filing trays 
that are commonly used in most offices. 
 

 
 

Awards & Certifications 
Green Guard, BIFMA, FSC, PEFC, Acoustic Sound 
Absorption, Fire Propagation 
 
Warranty 
36 months 
 
*For more MFC & Fabric colors options, please refer 
to our color charts or sales person 

 


